
SPARKLING WINES

FRUITY SPARKLING WINES

Sparkling Wines are a rich and diverse category and it’s important to note that not all of them are 
expensive.  There are many ways to categorise sparkling wines - by country, by sweetness, by grape 
varietal - but to keep it simple we will divide them into just two styles: Fruity Sparkling Wines,  like Asti 
and Proseco, and Complex Sparkling Wines, like Champagne and Cava.

These include all sparkling wines made with the primary aim of expressing the fruitiness of the grapes 
used. They are made using fairly simple, and quick methods, like Charmat. These wines are fruity and 
uncomplicated, without the layers of complexity found in Champagne and many wines made using the 
Methode Traditionelle process. They are generally less expensive than complex sparkling wines and can be 
found from under $10.

Some fruity sparkling wines are very fruity and others less so, but they all are easy drinking and fresh. 
They are typically frothy and effervescent, and many tend to be sweeter in style - especially the lower 
cost, mass produced sparkling wines. The quickest and least expensive way to make sparkling wines is 
using the Charmat, or “closed-tank” method, to produce the bubbles. The winemaker introduces a second 
fermentation of the base wine in large, closed, pressurised tanks, where carbon dioxide can be trapped 
and dissolved into the wine.



These wines are less expensive to produce because:

• It’s a quick and efficient process.
• No prolonged ageing in bottle is required.
• The grapes used (chenin blanc, muscat, sauvignon blanc, etc) are generally much less expensive than 

the varietals used to make complex sparkling wines and there is plenty of supply.

Fruity

Freshness

Vibrancy 

Balance

BODY

TEXTURE

FLAVOUR 
INTENSITY

Creamy and 
smooth

Look for:

VARIETAL
EXAMPLES

TRY WITH

Muscat, Chenin Blanc, Prosecco, Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Gris

Nuts and party nibbles, cooked seafood, fried fish, fried chicken, barbecued meats, 
spicy Chinese, Japanese, Thai, Indian, mildy sweet desserts, fruity desserts

THE GRAPE AND REGIONS

Fruity sparkling wines are produced in almost every wine region in the world. Sparkling wines however 
do benefit from cooler climates as the colder temperatures improve the acidity that’s a hallmark of all 
sparkling wines. 

The grape varieties that make fruity sparkling wines vary according to region.  In Italy’s Piedmont region, 
aromatic Muscat is the variety of sparkling Asti, while in Veneto Glera is the grape variety for many 
sparkling wines. In New Zealand, Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Gris are frequently used to make fresh, fruity 
sparkling wines that are very popular.



HOW TO IDENTIFY QUALITY

FOOD MATCHES

The main criteria is whether or not it tastes good to you.  Taste appeal is the primary reason these wines 
are made, so if you like it - it’s good!  Is the wine fresh and lively in the mouth?  The bubbles should be 
vibrant and obvious and the flavour prominent.  You don’t want any sign of flatness or dull flavour which 
indicates that the wine may be past its best. Also look out for balance.  These wines are generally sweeter 
so they must be balanced by fresh acidity.  The best examples of fruity sparkling wines have a delicacy of 
aromas rather than overly rich, heavy aromatics and they should always feel light and fresh in your mouth.

The simple, overt fruitiness of these sparkling wines make them perfect to drink alone, without food. But 
they can also be delicious with a wide range of foods.  Sweeter style Asti and spumante type bubbles can 
be delicious with cakes - so try a sweet Asti with wedding cake, for example. Prosecco is drier than Asti 
and less fruity but still has a fresh uncomplicated style and is surprisingly versatile with food.  It’s a perfect 
accompaniment to an Antipasto plate for example and goes wonderfully well with the pickled vegetables 
on these plates. It’s also perfect with salami, prosciutto, calamari, anchovies and olives. Try it also with 
chicken and fish.

WINE REGION COUNTRY

Brut NV Champagne France

Spumante Emilia Italy

Brut NV California USA

Asti Piedmont Italy

Prosecco Veneto Italy

Brut NV Various New Zealand

Brut NV Various Australia



COMPLEX SPARKLING WINES
Complex Sparkling Wines on the other hand are more subtle, less fruity and they have a greater range of 
flavours and aromas than fruity style sparkling wines.  These are much more serious wines to be savoured 
and appreciated, and warrant aging. They are also generally more expensive as every step in the process 
of making them is more time consuming and costly for the producer. 

The style of these complex sparkling wines is dependent upon where they are grown as well as the 
elaborate production process that involves conducting a secondary fermentation in bottle followed by the 
ageing of those bottles for many years. 

This complex process is known as the methode champenoise or methode traditionelle process. It always 
involves a long, slow second fermentation that produces the wines bubbles within individual bottles. 
This is a much more time consuming and costly method of producing bubbles in the wine than tank 
fermentation. The result is a much more elegant sparkling wine with complex flavours and a lengthy finish.  
It also produces much more refined bubbles. 

During prolonged aging on the fermentation lees major chemical changes take place.  The primary 
youthful, fruity aromas are replaced by secondary aromas and flavours such as toast, yeast, nuts and 
sometimes a biscuit-like character along with caramel and honey like flavours. The longer the bottle 
ageing the more these secondary characteristics develop.  Structural changes to the wine during ageing 
in bottle also occur so the wine texture becomes creamier and smoother on the palate. And because the 
bubbles produced are much smaller, they are less aggressive in the mouth than fruity sparkling wines 
made in tank. The combination of these primary and secondary characteristics produce flavours, character 
and complexity that just cannot be achieved in tank-fermented sparkling wines. 

Complex sparkling wines range from extra brut (bone dry) to demi-sec (relatively sweet). Most complex 
sparkling wines are made in the Brut (dry) style.

Flowery

Fruity

Smokey 

Honeyed 

Mushroomy

Biscuity

BODY

TEXTURE

FLAVOUR 
INTENSITY

Creamy and 
smooth

Look for:

VARIETAL
EXAMPLES

TRY WITH

Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier, Parellada, Macebo, Xarel-lo

Dry roasted nuts, parmesan, aged gouda, aged cheddar, Stuffed mushrooms, 
Caviar, Scrambled eggs, Mushroom omelet, Quiche, Mushroom risotto, Poached 
salmon, Grilled Trout, Simple chicken and game birds, eggplant, zucchini, 
asparagus, spicy asian and sushi.



THE GRAPE AND REGIONS

Two noble grape varietals dominate the production of complex sparkling wines - Pinot Noir and 
Chardonnay.  In the Champagne region and other parts of the world like California and Oregon, Pinot 
Meunier is also commonly used. Pinot Blanc and Chenin Blanc go into some complex sparkling wines - 
particularly in South Africa, Alsace, and the Loire Valley. Complex sparkling wines from Spain use mainly 
local grape varietals - Parellada, Macebo and Xarel-lo. 

When a complex sparkling wine is made only from white grapes, usually Chardonnay, it’s often called 
‘Blanc de Blancs’, and it’s a particularly elegant complex sparkling. More rarely, a complex sparkling can 
be made purely from red grapes in which case its known as ‘Blanc de Noirs’, and these examples are often 
more powerful in structure. 

Champagne is the most common of the complex sparkling wines but they also include lots of bubbly 
wines made in California, Italy, New Zealand, South Africa and Australia using the Methode Traditionelle.  

Cava from Northeast Spain is perhaps the best value of all complex sparkling wines.  Considering the 
expense involved in producing Cava with two fermentations - the second in the bottle - Cava can often be 
found at prices comparable to the better quality fruity sparkling wines.

WINE REGION COUNTRY

Brut Non-Vintage Champagne Champagne France

Vintage Champagne Champagne France

Blanc de Blancs Champagne Champagne France

Rose Champagne Champagne France

Prestige Cuvee Champagne Champagne France

Sparkling Brut Various USA

Brut Spumante Franciacorta Italy

Brut Spumante Piedmont Italy

Brut Spumante Trentino Italy

Cremant d’Alsace Alsace France

Brut Jura France

Blanquette de Limoux Languedoc France

Samur Brut Loire Valley France

Cava Penedes Spain

Brut Various Australia

Brut Various New Zealand



HOW TO IDENTIFY QUALITY

FOOD MATCHES

Complex sparkling wine styles cover a wide range, from inexpensive Spanish Cavas made from local 
grapes and given minimum ageing to the hand-crafted prestige cures of Champagne made of the finest 
grapes from the best vineyards and given years of ageing before they are released, such as Krug, Dom 
Perignon and Roederer Cristal. 

For lower prices examples you are looking for freshness, balance of sweetness and acidity, liveliness, a lack 
of coarseness, and proper expression of the grape varietals used. 

For premium Champagnes and pricer Methode Traditionelles your expectations should be higher. They 
must be perfectly balanced - neither too sweet, too acidic or too high in alcohol. The wine should taste 
round and harmonious. Depending on the wine, it can taste light, medium-bodied, or full-bodied.  It can 
be crisp or soft; delicate or relatively powerful; dry or slightly sweet. It should have good length across 
the palate. It’s texture should be creamy and smooth - never harsh or coarse. It should never display any 
bitterness in the aftertaste - this is a sign of poor quality. The finest examples display a wide range of 
flavours, along with an endless stream of tiny bubbles that tickle your tongue and mouth. The aromas can 
be flowery, fruity, toasty, smoky, caramelly, honeyed, mushroomy and biscuits - often depending on the 
age of the wine and the time available form the secondary characteristics to develop. 

Champagne and other complex sparkling wines are most frequently enjoyed on their own as a celebratory 
drink, but they are perfect accompaniments to a wide range of foods. They go extremely well with egg 
dishes and all sorts of mushrooms. The earthiness of the mushrooms blends especially well with earthy, 
aged complex sparkling wines. 

Fish and shellfish are natural matched for complex sparkling wines. Caviar is a traditional partner to 
Champagne especially more delicate lighter bodied Champagne that won’t overwhelm the delicate 
flavour of the caviar. 

Hard or aged cheeses such as Parmean, aged Gouda, aged Cheddar and Gruyere go extremely well with 
mature, complex flavoured sparkling wines such as vintage Champagnes. 

Many pair well with pasta but avoid tomato-based pastas as the acidity of the tomatoes clashed with the 
acidity of the wine. Vegetables such as artichokes and asparagus that are not great with red wines work 
very well with complex sparkling wines. 

Try complex sparkling wines with spicy Asian foods - the match is made in heaven. Avoid pairing complex 
sparkling wines with heavy red meats as they are generally just too powerful. Also avoid pairing them with 
sweet desserts as they generally make the wine taste bitter. Sweeter (demi-sec) complex sparkling wines 
can work as long as the dessert is not too sweet - maybe a bowl of berries. Generally speaking - if you 
want a bubbles to go with a dessert - stick to a sweeter fruity sparkling wine like Asti.


